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CONFIDENTIAL  
 

CONTRACTORS 
 Pricing structure 

for recycle, refurbishment and processing of solar PV panels. 
 

Recycle PV Solar, LLC (RPVS) is a company that is in the business of responsibly 
processing solar panels when solar panels come to the stage of needing to be either 
refurbished, recycled or processed. Our mission is to keep solar PV materials out of 
landfills and to reuse all components that are salvageable.  
 
A Contractor is a business or individual that is licensed and insured to handle the 
necessary steps to remove solar panels from installations and make them ready for 
shipping. 
  

Solar PV Panels we currently process:    
Standard Solar Panel made of glass with aluminum frame, 
monocrystalline or polycrystalline solar panels (up to 65 lbs)  
The balance of the below solar panels are NOT considered standard.   
Please inquire as to acceptability and pricing. 

a. Frameless, glass solar panels, monocrystalline or polycrystalline  
b. Thin film technology on glass  
c. Thin film technologies encapsulated in plastics 
d. Solar shingles and miscellaneous other technologies  
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Pricing 
 
Retail Recycling/ Refurbishing and Processing fee per panel is $25.   
This price is for owners of solar systems, end users, homeowners that wish to have their 
solar panels properly processed.  See Shipping below.   
 
Contractor Wholesale Recycling/ Refurbishing and Processing fee per panel is $18. 
This price is for contractors that are in the business of selling, maintaining or operating 
solar systems.  This also applies to general contractors and roofing contractors.  See 
Shipping below.   
 
 
Addition discounts may apply for Contractors who belong to an Association or 
organizations who have entered an agreement with RPVS with the intent to promote, 
support and to offer to its members the ability to work directly with RPVS and receive a 
group discount.  These groups may include Solar Associations such NABCEP, SEIA and 
State Chapters of SEIA such as COSEIA, CALSSA, and others, or Contractor Group 
Associations such as, IBEW and others who have entered an agreement with RPVS.  
Please contact your local association to see if they are a partner of RPVS.  If not, 
encourage your association to join RPVS so they can be involved in processing solar 
panels responsibility and your company can receive discounts! 
 
The price for approved Association Members who sign up with RPVS will receive a 
discounted price per panel is $16.  
See Shipping below.   
 
 
Shipping and handling not included. It is the responsibility of our customers to properly 
palletize and package solar panels for interstate freight shipping.  Shipping and handling 
can be conducted either by the customer or RPVS can provide a competitively priced 
shipping/handling quote.   
 

 

 

To get started, please visit our website at www.recyclePV.solar 

and fill out the intake form so we can give you a quote to process 

your solar panels.   

http://www.recyclepv.solar/

